
 ‘The Four Seasons’ by 
Vivaldi, or some other 
music with very distinct 
happy/sad moods

 An A3 sheet of white paper 
with a line drawn down the 
middle (per child and for 
you if you need to model 
the painting first)

 White, black, blue, red and 
yellow paint

 A variety of paintbrushes in 
different thicknesses

 A mixing palette (per child) 
and water

15–20 minutes

MOODY MUSICIAN

Use the music to create a happy feeling, and then sad music to create the opposite feeling. Talk to your child 
about the emotions that the contrasting pieces evoke. Then talk about the movements that a musician uses to 
create happy and sad music – to play happy music, their movements will be fast and exciting; to create sad 
music, their movements will be slow and gentle.

Pretend you are a musician (playing whichever instrument you choose), and mimic the difference between 
playing happy and sad music – exaggerating as required to make sure your child grasps the point. Then ask your 
child to imitate a musician playing happy music and then sad music, on an instrument of their choice, and have 
you (or another child) guess which is which. They should change the instrument they imitate playing each time, 
to make it more challenging.

Relate the two emotional states to appropriate contrasting colours, as in previous sessions – ask your child if they 
remember the colours that are associated with happy feelings (warm, bright colours) and the colours that are 
associated with sad feelings (cold, dark colours).

Give your child their sheet of paper. Discuss how to paint a picture of a musician playing happy music on one 
side, and a musician playing sad music on the other side. As you do this talk about who the musicians might be, 
where they come from, what they are wearing, what instruments they are playing and the position of the 
instruments and their bodies (how these can differ according to their mood, as in the example above).

Model painting this first, if necessary. If you do this, change your mind about what you are going to paint a few 
times to help model the process of deciding on the detail for the painting. Focus also on the choice of 
appropriate warm/cold colours to create the contrasting moods. Ask your child to help you choose colours that 
will show which musician is playing the happy music and which the sad music.

Now ask your child to paint their own version. To help your child to stay focused on using colour to represent the 
contrasting moods of the two musicians, remind them as they get started that the musician playing happy music 
starts to feel happy and the one playing sad music starts to feel sad, and that the paintings should show that.

When they have finished, discuss characters that your child knows from books or films, that contrast in their 
moods. For example, Eeyore and Tigger from Winnie the Pooh.

Your child uses appropriate warm and cold colours to symbolise contrasting emotions.
Your child paints pictures that depict opposing emotions.

To develop the ability to use colour to symbolise emotional states 
To develop the ability to depict opposing emotional states
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